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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Dear Colleagues,  

The Hellenic Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics & Gynecology has the pleasure to announce the publication of 

its new, open access, digital, scientific journal Obstetric and Gynecological Imaging (OGI).   

OGI is focusing on all imaging methods in Obstetrics and Gynecology (Ultrasound, MRI, Radiology),  while 

covering topics in prenatal diagnosis, high-risk pregnancy, assisted reproduction and gynecological 

oncology.

The scientific journal publishes original research papers, original research papers, systematic reviews, guidelines; 

instructional case reports and introduces a special innovative type of article that involves evidence-based answers. 

Following the latest publishing trends of relevant scientific community, the journal has an autonomous electronic 

article submission platform (www.ogijournal.com), a twitter account (in which each article is published in the form 

of twittable abstract) and a YouTube channel (in which the authors can present a three-minute summary of their 

article in English or Greek). 

 The Editorial Board consists of recognized and renowned specialists in the fields of Obstetrics & Gynecology, 

Neonatology, Pediatric Cardiology and Radiology and looks forward to the submission of your articles for the 

production of scientific knowledge related to the promotion of research and our specialty. 

The scientific journal Obstetric and Gynecological Imaging (OGI) is published quarterly and is sent electronically 

to the members of the Hellenic Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology and to gynecologists - 

obstetricians of related scientific associations, exceeding 1000 recipients.

Looking forward to a fruitful scientific cooperation, we thank you and we remain at your disposal. 
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